Basketball Wales Meeting Minutes
25/05/2016
Date of Meeting: 25/05/2016 Time of Meeting: 1830hrs ended 2100hrs Venue: Cardiff Met
University
Convener: Chairman Steve Lloyd (SL)
Board Members Present: Stef Collins (SC) Anne-Marie Koukouravas (AMK) Jason Merchant (JM) Jon
Shefford (JKS) Cameron Selley (CS) Lee Coulson (LC) Gavin Williams (GW) Phil John (PJ) Haydn Jones
(HJ)
Action to be carried out is highlighted in red
Welcome –
Steve Lloyd BW Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting, including a guest Mr Nick Humby
(NH) Chair of the British Basketball Federation (BBF) SL also congratulated those directors involved
with the submission of the Sport Wales Recognition Review and the positive outcome that had been
communicated to BW as a result of this work. It was acknowledging by all that this was a very
positive step

Apologies –
Apologies received from Ceri Martin (CM) Lucy Witt (LW) and Gareth Parry (GP) Sport Wales Liaison
Officer

Conflict of Interests –
SL asked the board if there were any conflicts of interest that needed to be declared prior to the
start of the meeting. None Declared.
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Approval of Previous Board Minutes –
Minutes from the previous board meeting dated 9/3/16 were approved and matters arising from
those minutes were discussed.
Givova
CS updated the board on the Givova situation and the position with the offer. Board decision
taken to accept the Givova offer and to contract with them.

Sport Wales Recognition Review
SL discussed recognition review - updated on the meeting that SL,GW and JKS have attended and
future meetings scheduled.
BW Social Media
Melanie Helerman (MH) Continuing to put together documents for the use of social media but some
of our policies need tweaking. With a social media policy people setting up pages can follow in order
to function a page. GW to contact all those coaches who operate their own pages providing
information on BW national teams and events and instruct them to close down these pages so that
all information is directed via the official BW Facebook and Twitter Accounts. This will help with our
partners such as GB, BE, SB, FIBA etc. when sharing and retweeting our news and information.
Coaches who have their own pages will be asked to act as editors/contributors on the official BW
page.
British Basketball Strategy Update – Nick Humby
Nick Humby - keen to build relationship with BBF and Home Nations. Keen to unify the bodies by
setting up a vision of the sport. rushed, but should have existed before to sell the sport and support,
so comprise has been made, but needed something in order to move forward with agendas. New
strategy Went out yesterday and looking forward to feedback. Transforming Basketball together is
the slogan and thinks that BBF allows us to change Basketball together. 12 years is the timescale
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provided. 3 Olympic cycles before a GB team will be where it should be. leadership and culture
outcome is key to success. Generally good feedback for the document. Working groups to define the
actions, work in progress and devil is in the detail and a plan and clear accountability and people to
know what each other is to deliver.
Terry price cup
Led by Jason Merchant, conversations going on for setting it up and it is moving forward and to bring
this important All Wales event back to the federation. JM to have discussions with NWBA and SWBA
and its vital that both parties share and link their event calendars. CS - Givova were interested in
events as a sponsor as part of their offer.
BW Calendar
Dates need to be fixed into this calendar GW to implement once it is running that the calendar needs
to be referred to when panning an event, everything needs to be put on there. Including NWBA
events, SWBA Events, Schools Competitions, National Team Training Dates, BBL Dates, EB Dates etc.
BW Pins and Pendants (National Teams)
Pins and pendants agreed and happy with the product. Cymru - to be on the back of pendant.
Sponsorship Manager Update – Denis Campbell
Dennis welcomed to the meeting. - discussed sponsor packages. DC, AMK and CS to discuss plan
moving forward. There is a need to ensure that we have continuity across the various National
Teams when ‘selling’ advertising to companies. Particular kit advertising. We need to have a clear set
of guidelines that all team managers and the Sponsorship manager can follow. We do not want to
see ourselves short in these situations. Denis will keep the board updated regularly on how things
are progressing with sponsorship. This is a vital area for BW to bring in much needed commercial
income.
Onside law
Outstanding invoice from Onside Law, invoice was agreed to be paid. The current/new board of BW
were disappointed with how the spend was authorised by the former Chair.
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New BW Articles
JKS has been working on the new articles of BW, this has been done with Sheridan’s who have put
together a draft set, based closely on the new GB basketball Articles. Sport Wales have also been
involved and we have kept them informed on our consultation with the members of BW via the
email database system.
New articles will be ready to adopt at the BW AGM by the membership.
Risk Log
Discussion around the use of a Risk Log for BW, GW to look into this in preparation for future
meetings/decisions taken by the company.
3x3
BW still committed to send u18 and senior teams to euro championships. A local company based in
Swansea called AST are keen to assist BW with the implantation and organisation of 3x3 event in
Wales. They have asked if BW would support them in an event they wish to organise in August 2016.
BW happy to support this event and after the event we will review and discuss further support
moving forward subject to agreement by the board of BW.
Membership Fees 2016/17 Season.
GW discussed the membership fees as they currently stand. Paypal is used with the new online
system to collect the fees from players. The system is without doubt a massive improvement in the
registration process the past two seasons however PayPal take a fee from each transaction.
In essence we are actually receiving less income than previously even though the licence fees have
remained the same. GW proposed the Fees need to be increased for the 2016/17 season. A
discussion amongst the board was held and it was agreed that the board would propose the
following increases for the coming season.
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Seniors - £20
Under 18s - £15
Under 16s - £10
Under 12s - £5
FIBA Mini Basketball Convention
Sion parry attended the above event in Belgium on behalf of BW. Sion submitted a report to the
board along with the various presentations he received whilst at the event. Good ideas to be looked
at moving forward
Walking Basketball
Walking basketball want to establish a link with BW, in return help with coaching courses and invite
to walking basketball competitions. Board happy to allow this, and review as necessary. LC to
continue to liaise with Walking Basketball.

AGM 2016
AGM Confirmed for Sunday 24 July 2016 2pm to be held at WIS with a video link to NW. Sport Wales
have been kind enough to book the rooms and video link for BW. Reports to be sent to SL and GW
and posted up on the BW website for the membership prior to the AGM.

Date of Next Meeting
24th July 2016 12pm at WIS
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